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Is the VGI/PMQ hostile takeover finished?  

Brisbane Markets Limited (BML) has asked PMQ why they have not even bothered to address the possibility that the 

Notice of Variation to extend the hostile takeover offer was ineffective to do so. 

In its Fifth Supplementary Target’s Statement released today, BML reiterated to shareholders its concerns about the 

validity of a recent Notice of Variation from PMQ which “purports to restrict the rights of BML Shareholders to give a 

Notice of Withdrawal in writing to PMQ”. The same PMQ Notice purported to vary the Offer period until 1 July 2016. 

BML CEO Andrew Young said PMQ has been notified that, in BML’s view, it would be likely that a court would find that 

PMQ’s Notice of Variation was defective. 

“This issue was first raised with PMQ three weeks ago! This is simply a matter of a deficient legal document which 

should be addressed so as to remove uncertainty for shareholders. Importantly, while BML has said it would not 

oppose any application to the Court to remedy the defective Notice (provided it was done without delay), BML’s 

approaches to PMQ were rebuffed,” Mr Young said. 

“If the Notice of Variation is defective, the hostile takeover may be at an end. 

“This is an extraordinary set of circumstances in which the target of the hostile takeover, BML, has drawn a serious 

concern to the attention of the hostile bidder, VGI/PMQ, and the bidder has chosen to ignore the issue. Instead, we 

have seen a public smokescreen with spurious claims and allegations being made about BML in the media.” 

Mr Young said BML had previously confirmed that, based on information available to BML, its Shareholders continue 

to show little interest in the VGI/PMQ offer of $3.50 per share. 

“The character of VGI/PMQ has to be questioned; recent media stories generated by VGI/PMQ have personalised 

their hostile bid by focussing on individual Directors and on me,” Mr Young said. 

“These attempts to bully BML Directors and Shareholders are gutter tactics, and their claims continue to be 

misinformed, ignorant and misleading. 

“At a time when VGI/PMQ could be taking steps to give BML Shareholders certainty in respect of the status of the 

Offer, they are choosing to ignore the issue and instead attack the integrity of BML Directors. BML Shareholders may 

well question – if VGI/PMQ have their best interests at heart as they claim, why would they not respond to the issue 

BML has raised in respect of the purported Notice of Variation – what are VGI/PMQ afraid of or trying to hide? 

“BML has called on PMQ to address the questions BML has raised fully, and take all appropriate steps to resolve the 

uncertainty surrounding the Offer, or to otherwise accept that the Offer has lapsed and leave BML to run its business.” 

Media Contact: Andrew Strutton (0422 071 547) 

About Brisbane Markets Limited: 

Brisbane Markets Limited (BML) is the owner of the Brisbane Markets site, and is responsible for its ongoing management and 

development. BML strives to provide international-standard facilities and services for fruit, vegetable and flower wholesalers, 

retailers, provedores, secondary wholesalers, food processors, transporters, exporters, industry organisations and market 

support businesses. 

As Queensland's only central fruit and vegetable market, the Brisbane Produce Market is the State's most important centre for 

the marketing and distribution of fresh fruit and vegetables. It records annual trade in excess of 600,000 tonnes of produce 

valued at more than $1.3 billion. 

More information can be found on our website: www.brisbanemarkets.com.au  


